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INTENSITIES OF RADIO RECOMBINATION LINES
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Strengths of a- and P-radio recombination lines are predicted for 40 <n <225 for H n regions with Te =5 000,
pc crn-%.
7 500, and 10 000 OK, Ne = lo2, lo3, lo4 cm+, and emission measures from lo4 to

reduces to TL/Tc = b n ( T ~ / T c )where
~ ~ ~ ,b, is the
The strengths of radio recombination lines
ratio of the non-LTE population to the LTE popuemitted by HII regions are, for nebulae with large
lation of the level n; while for higher n, the nonemission measures, very dependent upon the calLTE line strengths are enhanced relative to the
culation of the non-LTE populations of the apLTE solution to an extent which is very dependent
propriate energy levels of hydrogen (see Goldberg
upon E when it is large. The line enhancement
1966, 1968). The purpose of the present note is to
clearly decreases with increasing T, and/or inutilize recent calculations of these level populations
creasing Ne, with the latter being particuIarly
by Sejnowski and Hjellming (1969) to predict the
critical. As shown by Hjellming et al. (1969), it is
strengths, of the d i n e s (An = 1) and the p-lines
essential to realize that the parameter Ne, when
(An = 2) for values of the principal quantum numused in the context of a homogeneous nebula
ber, n, from 40 to 225. This involves lines ranging
approximation, is an average along the line of sight
between millimeter wavelengths and the wavein the sense (N,)E = J N: ds/J N,2 ds; ( N e ) ~is
lengths at which most H 11regions are opaque.
significantly greater than the rms electron conThe calculations of line strengths will involve the
centration, (Ne)rms, for highly clumped H 11
assumption that the nebulae are homogeneous,
regions. According to Hjellming et al. (1969),
using the standard formulas as discussed by Goldsuch a high degree of clumping is necessary for H 11
berg (1966, 1968) and Hjellming et al. (1969). The
regions with large emission measure (ERlo6) in
resulting values for the ratio of line to continuum
order to avoid predicting line enhancement greatly
brightness teknperature, TLITc, are plotted in
in excess of what is observed. For example, in the
Figures 1 and 2 as functions of n for values of the
is of the order of 6,
Orion nebula (N,.)E/(N,),~
emission measure, E, from lo4 to 107.5PC cmp6;
sets of such plots are shown for electron temperaso that ( N e ) ~ lo4.
tures of Te = 5 000,7 500, and 10 000 "I< and electron
Given a knowledge of E and TL/Tc for a variety
concentrations of N, = lo2, lo3, and lo4 ~ m - ~ . of lines in observed nebulae, the results of Figures
1 and 2 can be used, not only to determine Te for
The line broadening is assumed to be Doppler in
the cases with low emission measure, but also, in
origin and all calculations are based upon a ratio
the cases where line enhancement is appreciable, to
of Doppler width to line frequency of 6 x
derive information on both Te and CNe>E.
Also shown in Figures 1 and 2 are dashed curves
Finally, if one uses the usual equation to calcurepresenting the LTE solutions.
The results plotted in Figures 1 and 2 show in
late Tc, the curves in Figures 1 and 2 can be used to
predict the probable observability of a wide range
detail the dependence of non-LTE line enhancement
of radio recombination lines under a variety of
upon n, Te, and N,. In particular, for small values
conditions.
of n, for which the nebulae are optically thin to the
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lines, the results reflect the fact that the solution
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lo6, lo6.', lo7, and
FIG. 1. Plots of TLITc for dines as functions of n are shown for E=104, lo6,
lo7.' PC ~rn-~,
Te = 5 000,7 500, 10 000 OK, and Ne = lo2, lo3, and lo4 cmP3. The dashed curves indicate the
LTE solutions.
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FIG. 2. Plots of TL/Tcfor /%lines as functions of n are shown for E=104, lo5,
107.5PC ~rn-~,
Te = 5 003, 7 500, and 10 000°K and N, =lo2, lo3, and lo4~ r n - ~ .The dashed curves indicate
the LTE solutions.
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